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Gender and Impact of Climate Change in Asian countries

Introduction

Gender and Water Alliance

• International network of professionals in water management, devlopment, and gender;
• More than 2000 members in 130 countries
• The goal is equality of men women of different categories in their access and control over 

water for different uses
• Uses: Drinking and domestic water (water for people)

Agriculture (water for food)
Environment and climate
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GWA started in 2000, and since then a large number of deocuments have been 
developed, linking the technical and the social aspects of water management 

In 2002 GWA wrote a document on Gender, Water and Climate Change.
Most climate related documents and activities related to energy only
Mitigation: about emissions and energy
Adaptation: about water: floods and droughts
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Gender
refers to power relations between and amongst women, men, third gender, of 

different ages, living conditions, class, caste, ethnic groups, ability, education, and 

religion. 

Empowerment
is the process in which different people take the decisions about their life
into their own hands. There are four integrating elements: economic,
political, socio-cultural and physical.
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Gender and Impact of Climate Change in Asian countries
Different impact of Climate Change on women, men, children of different 
backgrounds, worldwide and a focus on Asia
Mitigation: Protecting the climate from the people
• Use of different energy: 

• poor rural women are responsible for the energy in their houses, which is often wood or crop
residues, a lot of work and a lot of smoke

• Rural (and urban) men have more access to petrol and gas
• Emissions of green-house gasses

• Lack of awareness of foot prints in energy, in water use and in emissions during production of 
consumption articles

Poor people, women and men, are small consumers, so have a small foot print
Rich people, men and women, are large consumers, so are responsible for large 
emissions
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Different impact of Climate Change on women, men, children of different 
backgrounds, worldwide and a focus on Asia

Adaptation: Protecting the people from the climate
• Storms and floods: 

• Worldwide of victims of floods and disasters 80% are women and children (UNDP, 2016)
• Women don’t like to go to Cyclone shelters, not to leave the house and their properties
• Women don’t feel comfortable in cyclone shelters: no toilets for them, no safe place
• Women often can’t swim
• Women with their traditional cloths, with long dresses and shawls, get stuck in bushes
• With cyclones the ponds also are filled with saline water
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Different impact of Climate Change on women, men, children of different 
backgrounds, worldwide and a focus on Asia

Adaptation: Protecting the people from the climate
• Rising sea level, salinisation of land and ground water: 

• Women and girls are responsible for water in the house, but the water is saline
• Women have to walk far to find water for the household, often surface water
• Agriculture is turned into aquaculture: no fresh vegetables, no trees, no fruits
• Men lose their work and go to cities or mines or factories, leaving women, children and 

elderly behind without income
• Loss of biodiversity and of crop-varieties
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Different impact of Climate Change on women, men, children of different 
backgrounds, worldwide and a focus on Asia

Adaptation: Protecting the people from the climate
• Droughts: 

• Women and girls are responsible for water in the house, but the wells are dry
• Women have to walk far to find water for the household, and for the livestock
• Often men still use the groundwater for agriculture, whilst the dug wells for domestic

water are already dry
• Vulnerable groups like elderly and disabled people are not able to go far for water

• Technology is often gender-blind
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Different impact of Climate Change on women, men, children of different 
backgrounds, worldwide and a focus on Asia

Adaptation: Protecting the people from the climate
• Building resilience to the impacts of climate change: 

• Recognition of women’s work and their needs to be able to do that work
• Rain water harvesting
• Separate women’s toilets in cyclone shelters, and spaces for women, that can be locked
• Awareness raising of men and women
• Varieties of rice and vegetables that are resistent to salinity
• Reforestation with mangrove trees all along the coast
• Employment opportunities outside agriculture or aquaculture
• Construct toilets and water supply that can stand floods
• When developing technology remember the different users
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See the diagram

Resilience relates to people’s inherent flexibility to respond to changing
conditions
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Thank you
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